
GOod Evening. I'm honored 10 be asked 10 m:lke the Keynote ..dúress at Defense

Week's 121h Annual Conference.

The focus of this year's conference is how we, as defense suppliers.. should

respond to the changing defense marketplace. Our overall theme is "Righlsizing,

Repositioning. and Restructuring': It represents a new and very important version

of the "3Rs" for our industry. In defense. we hear these lerrns often these days.

]n fact, they are regularly used interchangeably. Therefore. I'd like 10give you my

definitions of these "3Rs" so we môlYdifferentiate among them.

First: Rightsizing -I think of rightsizing as efficiency. Rightsizing is having

just the right number of people. just the right amount of plant, and just the right

amountof assets ro support a specific task.
Second: Repositioning - I think of repositioning as moving tesources from

one business or market area to another. For example. diversification is a special and

the more~extremecase of repositioning.
Third: Restructuring - To me restructuring is financial enhancement. It

involves significant changes in the capit;;¡( structure of a company. Perhaps I'm

reminding you of the "restructuring" of the 1980.'1. But, in the currenl defense

environment. the most impormnt restructuring issue has to be building financial

strength and maintaining strong balance sheets. not the "financial engineering~

and increased leverage of the past.
Of course the "3Rs': Rightsizing. Repositioning and Restructuring, must have a

purpose. They're not just the themes of this conference. They are crilical lo the health

and competenœ of any company.
"How To Maintain Defense Company Profitability" is also the theme of this

conference. If you've been following General Dynamics. YOll know that I believe that

ptofitabilit}' is essential if a company is to be a healthy, reliable defense supplier.

However, there is an even more central issue fadng all of us today. It is the health

and vitality of our country's Defense Industrial Base.
If the companies that make up the Defense Industrial Base are not strong-

technically strong and financially strong - the future of the industry is at risk. our

country's Defense Industrial Base is at risk. and therefore our national security is at

risk. The decisions we in industry and government make, or fail to make, in the near

term are criticaL Those decisions will determine whether our future Defense

Industrial Base is up to the task of truly meeting future threats to our national

interests.
Therefore, my overriding theme this evening is the future of our Defense

Industrial Base. I want to cover four important issues.
One: I want to look at our deteriorating marketplace. How did we get to where

we are today, and what does that mean for the future?
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Two: I want to examine the opportunities we, and the government. have to .

respond constructively to that deterioration. How can we maintain a strong Defense
Industrial Base now that the Cold War is over!

Three; I want ro look specifically at how General Dynamics and our industry

are using the "3Rs" of this conference to cope with marketplaœ deterioration, and ...

Four: I'llexplain why I think the "3Rs" are not enough, by themselves, to assure

our future national security. I'm going to add a "4th R" that I firmly believe is critical
to the completion of that task.

Before we get too far, J'd like lo define what I believe is the mission of OUr

future Defense Industrial Base. To me, our most immediate job is to deliver the

present and future procurement backlog to our military forces - with top quality,
on time, and at a reasonable cost.

Equally important, but longer term, we must develop new technologies to

continually improve our nation's weapons systems. Next, we must maintain the

financial strength and flexibility to keep the technology, development. and
delivery cycle strong and e/lkient.

Finally. we probably should have the capability to be able ro respond to surges

in demand, such as mobilization for future conflicts. But, mobilization, or reconsti-

tution, are very complex national security issues. involving warning times and

expensive standby cap"city, and therefore Iwon't presume to suggest national
policy on this subject this evening.

r believe the curn:nt state of our industry endangers the mission of Our Defense
Industrial Base, mainly becalJse it is generating low returns and has massive

overcapacity. Why is this the case, and what can be done about it?
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FiglJre 1 shows overheated planning versus the cold reality of defense budgets

of the past. By the way. for accurate perspective, the data for all my charts is given in
1992 dollars, not then-year dollars.

The "fingers" shooting toward the upper right of the charr represent various

DoD future S-year plans and projections through the 19805. The continuous line at

their base represents the reality of the actual budget authority to date. The dashed

line represents the recent projections for the future. The shaded area at the bottom

represents combined DoD R&D and procurement budget authority, ''Ihich is

basically our industry's market.

As you can see, our industry was stimulated to build new facilities based on

some very optimistic plans that never became reality. The industry was building up

for the $400 - $500 billion defense budgets projected in the mid-1980s. Witb bud-

gets actually pea'king at about $350 billion in the mid-l 980s. defense profitability

should 'have been solid in any case. However, government experimentation with

contract terms and conditions, as well as business pr-dctices, eroded returns and is

now actually increasing unit costs.
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Figure 2 clearly shows how profitability declined for wmpanit'$ in the S&P
Aerospaœ Index. Operating profit per dollar of sales feU46% between 1987 and

1990 .

Well. so what if our industry's profitability is below par? Isn't thal simply a

problem for our shareholders. but not one for our customers and employees?

Absolutely not! It's a problem for everyone, and I'll explain why in a moment .

What I find especially important about this chart is that the significant decline

began in 1988, before the (all of the Berlin Wall in 1989.ln large part, due to

experimentation with terms and conditions and business practices, our

industry WlI$ already getting sick when the the Cold War began to end. And the

end of the Cold War has created what I believe to be permanent structural change

in an already troubled industry.

What do I mean by permancut structural change? I mean that the cyclical

swings in defense spending are over. I think it is unlikely that any "upcycle" is coming



in the foreseeable future. As you Gill sec (Figure 3), defense blldgets have cycled

rather regularly since WWlI. Each sharp decline in defense spending was eventually

fonowed by a strong buildup. Our industry would be sick for a while, and then the

continued threat of communism would allow it to regain its strength on the next

cycle. Things tended to average out And, so long as the communist thrC;1t was <llive

;;¡nd well. we could expect eventually to be pulled out of the doldrums.
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As we look at Figure 3, we see Cold War factors involved in every single

u~'Wing. Korea and Vietnam are prime examples, of course. The Reagan

Administration's defense buildup created the most recent upswing during the 19805.

In large part, this buildup pushed the Soviets over the edge.
At General Dynamics. we are not projecting a repeat of that cyclic pattern. We

believe the collapse of the Soviet Bloc has removed the primary forçe behind the
defense budget's cyclic upswing:;. We ¡¡re projecting overall defense budgets to drop

further - but stÎllto be a pretty sizable market.
10 summarize, massive overcapacity from over-optimistic planning is beOlring

down on ¡m already financially sick industry. '[be resulting inefficíencies are driving

up unit costs for the DoD and the taxpayer. And signs of a furth~-r deteriora ting

Defense Industrial Base are all around us.
We are losing workforce skills; industry layoffs are likely to total OItle<1st200,000

in the 1990-91 period. R&D skills. management skills, and shop ßoor skills critical to

the defense mission are leaving. While mo!>1 of this is unavoidable, the current

pressures on our industry are encouraging many people we want to keep to jump

ship if they can.
There is no question our Defense Industrial Base is going to be smaller. The

question facing all of us is.. "What do we need for it to be strong, so it truly can fulfill

ils national security mission?"
I believe the basic answer lies in this simple sçhcmatic of the ßusiness Cycle

(Figure 4). Investment, research and development, delivery of qualily goods and

services, reasonable return oU investment, and satisfied investors create a cirde-
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or a dosed loop. if you arc a control theory type. If that circle. or loop, is unbroken,

an industry is he'llth}'. Break any link. and it doesn't work right - it gets ~ick.

While the basic business cycle may seem obvious to many of you. I've found that a

surprising number of people in our industry and in government dOIl't seem to

understand or care (lbout some of the required links ilIustr;¡teù here.
Perhaps the most commonly overlooked link in this circle is the one between

return on investment and investors. If returns to investors are good, they are willing

to keep their money in the drele, generating new research, funding plants and jam;,

and supporting the delivery of goods and services to the cUSiOmCr. 'vI/hen markets

grow. additional money must flow into the circle. ",rhen markets decline. so long as

returns remain rc¡¡sonable and free markets prevail, the circle tends to "rightsi;¡:e"

automatically, and some cash should be expected to flow out.
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However, if returns to investors are poor, the circle or loop is broken (Figure Sl·

Invesrment abandons the industry. Replacement funds are expensive. if they can be



obtained al all. R&D suffers. Skilled workers and efficient plant are endangcred. Most

important, the efficient and timely delivery of quality goods and services lo

customers suffers.. As a result, customers become less and less willing to supporr

decenl returns. The business cycle becomes a vicious broken circle - or, for the

pilots in the audience, a death spiral. There is hard evidence that this is exactly what

has been happening in the defense industry. And, with pressures increasing, it could

worsen in the future. This is not good news for our Defense Industrial Base. We must
pull out of the spiral.

Those who will not accept my assertions that we have all anemic industry do
not have to go far for real third party corroboration. Investors tell us what they think

of a particular company's returns by the premium they will pay, or the discount they

demand. for that company's stock. This is generally indicated in the ratio of the stock

price to earnings- the price-earnings or "PIE" ratio. A high PIE indicates a

company investors favor and a low PIE identifies one they shy away from - unless

they can buy it at a debilitating discount. In other words. buy at a low stock price for
a given earnings level.
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Figure 61ets us see how much ínve:.10rs are willing to pay to own stock in the
Fortune 100, as compared to stock making the same return in the defense industry at

the end of 1990- Tite horizontal axis of the chart shows the ratio of after-tax earnings

to shareholder equity, more commonly known as ROE. The vertical axis shows the

ratio of slock price to shareholder equity. more commonly known as priee to book.

Divide one by the other, and you get PIE. The upper slanted line is a "leastsqU¡)res"

fit to companies in the Fortune lOO,defense and non-defense alike. The lower

slanted line represents a similar analysis of just prime contractors in the defense

industry- Both lines have a solid correlation factor to the dala.

In 1990, the typical after-tax return on equity in defense was slightly less than

10%. I've drawn a vertical line up from that point to help us see how much investors
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are willing to pay for that return from both groups (Figure 7). We should all find the

message here very disturbing. for the same ROE, investors will pay more for stocks

in general than they will for defense stocks. Over 60% greater, in fact. In other words.

they are heavily "discounting" our industry, thus making it "expensive" for us to

obtain neW investment funding.
This is clear evidence that the cirele is broken for us. Due to their perception of

declining volumes and onerous terms and conditions in our industry, investors are

demanding more from us than other industries to keep their money in defense.

frankly. these investors are not behaving irrationally. Overall, defense has not been a

good business lately, and there are clear signs that il ç()uld get worse. Let me show

you why.
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At General Dynamics, we use what we eall a strategic matrix to help us with

our product line investment planning (Figure 8). The horiwntal axis represents the

competitive position of a business. The vertical axis represents the attractiveness of its
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market. And each diagonal band suggests to Wh¡lt degree you should invest, and how
you should manage a business which fulls into that band.

Determination of competitive position is subjective. but includes such factors

as low costs, good ex:periencc, and leading technology. It's the degree to which you

have an edge over the other players in your business.. or the cdge they have over you.

Marker attnlCtiveness for any business segment includes such factors as marker
growth, potential profit margins, and risks. It tells you how well even tbe best
performers can do in a given marketplace.

With S(lme liberties. one can use this matrix to cvaluate one market over
another. How does defense stack up on the matrix?
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that's thejr strategy. According to the chart, only tbe strongest competitors in defense

should ~ keeping their investment constant. based on markt realities.
I

Should we be taking money out? That sounds very un· Afflerican, but this

matrix suggests that is exactly what most should be doing - managing for cash.

Burdening a business with unnecessary assets reduces returns and adds unnecessary

cost.~. making you less attractive to investors as well as your DoD customers.

Should any of our businesses just exit the market? The matrix suggests that om

weaker players need to leave the field. But, government policies and practices tend to

impede exits from the industry, thus decreasing tbe motivation for the strong to stay.

Continued overcapacity burdens us all. It won't get this country a smaller, but

stronger Defense Industrial Base. Indeed, continued overcapacity will guarantee a
weak Defense Industrial Base.

However, the strategic matrix has some strong suggestions for how we might
reverse these trends (Figure II).
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Compared to other industries, defense has been a poor investment, as Wall

Street corroborated on the e-drlier stock price vs retum on equity chart. Figure 9

suggests that even the strongest defense companies should be in a "maintenancc»

mode, and should be no more attractive than, for ex...1mple,a weak pharmaceutical
company.

There's no mystery why investors are "discounting» defcnse stocks. We have

had high risk, negative growth. overcapacity and low margins.. Generally, the marker

. lO; unattractiVl.'. That makes most other industries a better overall investment fi.)r the
investor - and he does have choices.

The 1>1rategic matrix also suggests that defense companies arc not necessarily
inYe$ting their Own cash wisely (Figure JO).

Should we be putting new money illlodefense? Not even the strongest

competitors are in the "Invest and Grow" sector. Some talk as if they Were. The fJct
is. the chart is basically correct. Right now, beyond a few niches, in general there are
no re-.JI"Invest & Grow" opportunities in defense.

Should we be leaving all our current defense investment in place? That's what

the "Maintain" sector represents. Quite a few defense companies seem to be saying
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First, those who choose to stay in this market should work to move their best

businesses to the right on the matrix. They need to strengthen and continuously

improve their competitive positions. This is priTß;;Jrily an industry effort. And it's why

we're here. Rightsizing can increase efficiency. Repositioning can put resources where

they belong. Restructuring can increase financial strength.

But. so long as the basic market is unanraaive, this conference's "3Rs" cannot

do the entire job. Clearly, the defense market itself mu.'>tbe moved up the chart. It

must be made morc attractive to investors jfthe drdeis to remain unbroken. This is

primarily in the hands of the government. Our's is not a true free market and the

government writes the rules of the game.

Growth is probably not in the cards, but better "rules» - that .is. bctler terms

and conditions - could be. Certainly stopping high risk "Fixed Priee" development,

providing higher progress payments and reasonahle returns, and more direct and

complete funding of R&D head most lists. Government cannot shirk its role any

more than can industry. and passing the buck, or taking only a short-term outlook,

will ollly accelerate our current malaise. There are strong signs that currcnt DoD

acquisition leadership agrees with this. But will, or can, they do much about it? I

truly hope so. If industry and government both rise to these cballenges. we cah,

together, create a stronger though smaller Defense Industrial ßase. What wiU be the

benefits of success?

Reasonably priced investment dollars would be available. R&D and production

would operate effectively and efficiently. The resulting job stability would keep the

best skills in our industry. Our government would get quality products.. on time, at a

reasonable cost. And our investors would receive the reasonable returns they deserve

for their support. This must be our goal How are General Dynamics and the overall

industry implementing the "3Rs" to get the job done?

Let's start with Rightsizing. If you'!! remember, my definition of Right~i7.ing i.,

creating efficiency.

At General Dynamics. we are adamant that our defense business must be a

business. It is not going to be simply a large activity. Accordingly. we're determined to

run it like a business. lo Rightsizing, our first objective has been to increase

productivity and reduee costs and risk in what we caU our "old" backlog - the

$23 billion in total funded at\cl unfunded backlog on hand at the beginning of this

year when I became chairman (Figure 12).

This backlog is reasonably secure and it isn't going to be worked off anytime

soon. It mostly represents long-cycle programs. As we work off this backlog, we have

real opportunities to reduce costs and improve our profit margins. And those

opportunities all fall in the arca of Rightsizing.

For srarters, we took ovcr $1 billion in write-offs at the end of 1990. This

eliminated aU known risks from the old backlog.
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Like many in the industry, our company had been building for growth. Our

planls wete expanded and modernized. Indeed, they were overbuilt considering our

slumping marketplace. Therefore. General Dynamics can, and should, significantly

reduce capital investment for a while without harming current or future business.

Operationally, we began to focus 01\ our many opportunities to manage

materials and other assets more effectively through inventory reductions and better

control of working capital. Focusing on these issues was new to many at GD, but

these efforts are paying off. Our "growth culture» is changing to a more businesslike

approach. Inventories and other working capital ¡terns are shrinking to more efficient

levels in each of our businesseS, thus reducing costs and improving returns. This, in

turn, sharpens our ability to deliver quality product, on schedule, and on budget.

In addition, we are looking for opportunities to consolidate plant and facilities.

Wc are combining divisions and will divest businesses that don't "fit': are underval-

ued. or are a drag on our progress. We are seeking to eliminate duplicate facilities

altogether ~\rhereVJe can concentrate volume in the rnost effic!ent produ(tion lines.

Wc're giving strong attcntion to increasing labor productivity. Selected hiring

freezes, for example, can get managers to really rcthink sraffing as attrition rcduces

a workforce. Already. our productivity, as measured by sales per employee, has

increased about 12%. Overall. the initiatives I've just described have permitted us

to increase earnings from our old backlog, despite the negative pressures on our

industry.
While we work to improve margins on this old backlog, we have been taking a

fairly aggressive stance regarding new business. In order to have decem Í\lture

returns, we know we must build such returns into any bid we make. And, we simply

are not going to "buy" volume for volume's sake - bidding programs on a

marginal-cost mentality has been an all too common practice in this industry, and a

major factor in investor discontent. We thought this stance might tend to limit new

business opportunities for General Dynamics. I'm pleased to report we were overly
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pessimistic. We have been pleasantly surprised to find that, due to Ehestrengths of
our product franchises and ~niches': substantial new business is being won despite
our stand on returns.

With about $1) billion of new business between the first of January and the
end of September, we now expect our backlog to total nearly $27 billion by year-end,
$8 billion more than the $19 billion we projected e'arlier in the year (Figure 13).
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With this $8 billion positive swing in our anticipated backlog, Our efforts at
Rightsizing in our defense businesses will generate even greater payoff. The
improving m.trgins should help attract investment and give us increased financial
strength. The added volume permits us to have a more stable workfurce with good
jobs. As you would imagine, our employment projections have changed as well.
Yes,W~ will continue to emphasize prw'ictivity, .-.nd <iff pn::pared to take prompt
action should volumes not materialize to the degree we now expect. But, as we see it
now, with this new business, net reductions in employment should mainly reflect
attrition and productivity gains, not heavy layoffs.

At General Dynamics, our aggressive efforts to increase efficiency - to
"Rightsizc" - are paying off. And that payoff is not only in dcœnt returns on old
business, it is appearing as new business with more reasonable terms and conditions
as well. We view this as very positive for us. It says that our customer appears to be
willing to support real value. We've gained market share at a time when many felt our
stand was suicidal. This gain has increased Our interest in defense, and reduced our
dependence on our non-defense businesses.

Is General Dynamics the oruy company making progress in Rightsizing? Of
CQursenot. All of you are trying to ba:ome more efficient. However. so long as our
industry is burdened by massive overcapacity, none of us wíll be truly efficient. The

winners - the ones with the relatively stronger competitive position - will just be
lhe least inefficient.

How are we doing on Repositioning?

My detinition of Repositioning is the redeployment of reSOUrces.\"hile
diversification is the repositioning technique most discussed these days, it appears
to me that there are actually three broad techniques for redeployment of excess
defense resources.

First, you can simply get rid of them through a divestiture of some sort. I'm
not sure that all such efforts have been that helpful roward strengthening the Defense
Industrial Base. Öften. they just shuffle excess cap<lcityaround infOweaker hands
with a higher ~ost base and less underlying financial strength. That does not generaUy
reduce overall capacity .

Sec?Ïld, you can squeeze your defen!;e operations for cash to invest in some
non-defense business you might already have on board. If your defense business is il
"Ieilkyboat': as it appeared for General Dynamics earlier thi:; ye-dr,or worse is a
"sinking ship~ this may make sense. But such "internal diversification" does raise
some signitk-ant management and value issues.

For example, it create:; il "diversion" for man'lgement. Management has to
keep shifting its mind-set, because detense is quite different from commercial busi-
ness, especially tor prime contractors. In addition, the more your company moves
tow.lrd "conglomerate" status, generally the more mediocre your overall earnings
bt.'Come.Conglomerate theory has it rhat unrelated diversification provides protec-
tion to earnings because the markets served are not likely to all be down at the same
time. But, unfortunately, the converse is also tme - they likely won't all be up at the
same Cime, either. I say this from experience, since ¡'ve had to manage in such an
environment. ßottom line: there is a good reason why investors generally discount
the stocks of Ç(>nglomet'dtcs-

The third redeployment option - I'll call it "external diver:;ificó\tion~- is
usu<lllya formula for disaster. Again, if you feel you are on a "sinking ship': such
diversiliCdtion may seem ¡utmctive despite the rbks. But I think we should all pay
close attention to history on this issue.

As indicated by figure 14 (on page 14). numcrousstudies show diversification
acquisitions in the non-defense economy are C(onomic f.1ilures50-75% of the time. In
addition, a McKinsey study conducted for General Dynamics showed an economic
failure rate of 80% for acquisitions of businesses outside of defense by defense
contractors. This isn't surprising. Defense industry mamlgement teams generally
have little commercial experience and ~market savvy': Most have been "cost plus"
and "mil spec" trained. [n short: most don't bring a competitive advanmge 10 non.
defense businesses. Frankly, sword makers don't make good and affordable plowshares.

Willam Anders
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How ha.~General Dynamics approached repositioning? Because our defense
business looked like a rather "leaky boat" earlier this year, we took a hard look at

redeployment of defense cash into our commercial businesses, especially our Cessna

commercial aircraft business as its retums have been quite strong. We also said we

would be more open to non-defense businesses than in the past. We felt we might

not have a choice if we were to remain a viable entity, long- term, given OUr

conservative projections regarding new defense business.

Since then, our strong new backlog ill defense. and our objective evaluation of

what our management team really could bring to the table, told us that we had a

better chance by doing what most good businesses should do in a stormy, highly

competitive situation. We should focus on what we know best: Our core defense
competencies.

In defense, General D}11amics has the history, the technology, the plant, and

the nJark<'t skills ¡ficertain pïûduct niches and franchise:. lo gencraie and m¡liniain

strong competitive positions. We are working hard to rapidly develop a more

businesslike mind set - or "management culture" - to reinforce these
competitive strengths.

Since our high win rate suggests that defense is not a "le;;¡ky boat~ for General

Dynamics, we are reducing our potential for the redeployment of valuable funds for
diversification outside the defense industry. In fact, we have decided to lean toward

"un-di~rsification': if that's a word - to "de.conglomerate': We intend to monetize

activities where we are not adding rcal value and to focus on what we know best _
defense.

For example, we're outsourcing our routine data procesSing operations. We

weren't reaUy adding value here. We get $200 million in cash now. We get more

efficient data processing later. And those operations end up in a strong.

growth.oriented. data processing company. Everybody wins .

Most recently, we decided to divest Cessna. This fine performing division is

dearly an undervalued asset so long as it's overshadowed by our defense operations.

And, it's not in our main area of expertise. We have great commercial aircraft

management at Cessna itself. But the rest of us are primarily defense people. So,

with ilCessna divestiture we unlock significant value, reduce our liabilities. add

substantially to our financial strength, and eliminate a management diversion. thus

allowing us to more clearly focus on core defense competencies. Some say we may
be moving too fast. Iwish we had started moving even sooner!

In my opinion. the industry's repositioning reçord is pretty mi:<cd. Isee som ..

defense capacitY shuffled around, mostly into weaker hands. Isee some diversitying

out of étefensç. Good ludd This may create the appearance of growth, but the odds

are against profitable returns. At C-eneral Dynamics, after studying diversiflçation

and its ri~.ks.Our conclusion was that our managemenl, as a group, didn't bring il
clear conipetitive edge lo in~stment outside defense.

If we have cash that General Dynamics can't invest in good. attractive core

defense programs with decent returns - and probably such opportunities will be
more scarœ in the fulurc- rather than add diversified volume just lo look bigger. I

believe we should return excess cash to the shareholders. They are the ones who

provided the cash in times of industry growth, and they now deserve the right to

make their own diversification decisions. So much for Repositioning.

Our third "R" isRestructuring. My definition of Restructuring is financial

enhancement. If you've been following General Dynamics, you know that we view

financial strength as a necessary element in our strategy for the fulure.

We've been working successfully to build cash and financial flexibility lo serve

three priorities: liquidity. investment in our core defense businesses. and shareholder
value.

First, we want liquidity so that our customer and our shareholders will know

we have the capacity to face the unexpected in il stormy environment. For example,

we arc quire contldent our position regarding the cancellation of the A- 12 is sound.

and will be upheld in court. However, we are committed to having the financial

capacity to honor Our dcferralagreement should justice not prevail. and still remain
financially strong.

In addition. we want the capacity to invest in our core defense businesses. if

appropriate. The company's former growth strategy had created sizable modem

plants that easily can, for a while, handle additional work with Jess capital investment.

But, if an attractive, profitable program requires carefully targeted investment. we

want to be able to handle it - though, frankly, I don't see the needs being great here.
Finally, should there be excess cash left after the above priorities are satisfied _

and I believe there will be - we want the ability to return the excess value to our

shareholders. The cash we are accumulating cornes from past investments made by



them, and it is likely thilt the smaller Defense Industrial Base of me future ",ill require
less embedded investment. Therefore, as Isaid before, it's only right that excess funds

be returned to the investors for reinvestment as they see fit. This will create new jobs

and more productive business opportunities ill the general economy.

Once again, J view the industry's overall perfol'lllance as mixed. Some

companies are working to build financial strength. Others seem to be waiting for

another cyclical defense upswing to bail them out. With the Cold War over, 1 think

that's a very risky approach. StiU others seem lo be dependent on the government

financially. I hope the taxpayer will not allow that to continue. The government can',

afford to prop up financially weak suppliers indefinitely. Once again, massive

overcapacity is placing a burden on an industry which was already seeing the erosion

of returns and financial strength.

Now, let Ille tell you why I feel that this conference's "3Rs» - Rightsizing.

Repositioning and Restructuring - will not, by themselves, create a strong Defense

Industrial Base for our national security.
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Returning to our lessons from the srrategic matrix (Figure IS), remember that

the "3Rs» primarily help competitive position - industry's movement to the right

on the matrix. They provide virtually no help in increasing the overall attractiveness

of a rapidly shrinking market - moving the market upward on the chart.

[n my view, we need to add a "4th R" to help here.

We need Rationalization of this industry. We must reduce supply to match
demand. Have we really been reducing supply with our "3Rs"? The fact is. most of

the capacity remains. It might bemothballed. It might be half used. But most of it is

still there. And 1ll0re importantly, much is still on the books and adding cost to our

operations. We need the overcapacity to go away permanently jf we are ever to

become truly cost-efficient.

In addition, our remaining b\lSinesses must have "Critical M¡¡ss': By ~Crirical
Mass" ] mean that what remains must be strong and efficient. Whv is "Critical Mass"

important? Because, for example. a concentrated R&D effort is superior lo a

fragmented and duplicative one. It's important because reaUy efficient production

requires economies of scale and no idle plant. Our Defense Industrial Base cannot be
a collection of regional "cottage industries" if it is to fulfill its mission welL
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The business cycle (Figure 16) tells uS that a str()ng industry. regardless of its

size, needs decent returns 10 attr¡¡ct investment. Thar requires a supply/demand

bal;;¡nce. When supply greatly exceeds demand. costs go up and both the suppliers

and their buyers have a hard time resisting unproductive bidding wars and program

auctions. Yes, when that happens prices will go down - for a while - but the

business circle gets broken and, long- term. both supplier and buyer lose.

However, with supply and demand in balance and a Critical Mass, you get
good, stahle jobs to retain the be;<¡tR&D and producTion skilis. You have the

efficiency needed to deliver quality goods and services to the customer on time.

and at a reasonable price. And you should have reas()nable returns to encourage

further investment. The circle is unbroken.

I think it's absolutely dear that a strong Defense Industrial Base will require this

industry to not only shed capacity, but to concentrate the remaining capacity into

businesses which have Critical Mass.

It seems equally dear that the government cannot, or will not, take the lead in

rationalizing our industry. Government direction of this kind of consolidation

smacks of"lndustrial Policy~ and industrial policy is politically unacceptable lo the

current administration. This is probably just as well since "Industrial Policy" doesn't

have a very good track record here, or overseas. Since the government cannot, or will

not, lead the way, industry must take the lead.



What are we doing at General Dynamics? We are insisting on Critical Mass in

all our core defense businesses. They must be number 1 or number 2 in their areas of

expertise. Otherwise. we will lake action to "fu" the problem.
At General Dynamics, "fix" means buying or selling programs from or to

another company in a particular market in order to create Critical Mass. We're pre-

pared to be a buyer to obtain Critical Mass. However, we will not pay a premium. We

are also prepared to seU to another P;;¡rty so they can have Critical Mass. [ suppose

joint ventures are also possible, but they generally result in extra overhead and

inefficiencies compared with a straight buy or sell. If such moves are not possible,

we are fully prepared to exit a business as its backlog is delivered. We have the

financial capacity 10do so.
My challenge lo you is for our entire industry lo dose down and write ott truly

excess capacity. Firsl we should demand Critical Mass. Step back, take a look at the

field, and start doing some serious buying, selling or swapping of businesses to create

the kind of Critical Mass each business needs to be a strong and reliable supporter of

the future Defense Industrial Base.
Such combinations will create stronger suppliers from weak ones. Buyers of

Critical Mass will improve their competitive edge. Sellers will get cash and earnings to

help write off remaining excess capacity and build their fmancial strength. And the

government will get the economies of $Çalenecessaty fur a strong and efficient

Defense Industrial Base.
True rationalization requires sorne businesses to shut down. Not everyone can

be number I ot number 2. Given the negative growth in our market. mediocre third

and fOUTthplace suppliers shouldn't be around in five years. or so. Why put the

customer. the employees and the stockholders through a long, pointless ordeal?

10 my mind, cleanly exiting an unsound business takes strong. enlightened

mani1gement, and is ól real act ofleadershiil' General Dynamics is prepared to take

action where it's indicated.
Does the government have a role in this process? Absolutely.

While it Olnnot lead the process, government can encourage and support the

rationalization of our industry. How? At the very least. government should nor

impede the de¡.>arture of true cxcess capacity and inefficiency from our marketplace.

Losers must be allowed to lose if the winners are to win. Government cannot continue

to prop up unneeded capacity if we are to have a strong Defense Industrial Base.

Similarly, dual soureing does not lower costs through competition if volumes

are low. It raises costs, and prevents anyone from having Critical Mass and the result-

ing economies of scale the government and taxpayer need. And, what if someone

"buys in" to a winner-take-all competition? Will that be the kind of supplier to

provide a long-term healthy Defense Industrial Base? Where will the skills and new

technology for upgra4es come froln? Buying on a long-term "best value"

approach should be encouraged_
Contracrs will have to be novated to permit program transfers that create

stronger suppliers.
In addition, teaming seems to have approached an extreme--:-Though some

!echnology is transferred among team members.. overhead is increased. In the past,

the majot economic drive for teaming seems to have been to share big losses.

Loss-driven teaming will have to stop if we are going 10 bave a healthy Defense

Indumial Base. And, certainly, the entanglements of tcaming make it more difficult

for the weaker tQ,leave the marketplace.
T~ laws and contracts may need 'modification regarding treatment of

write-offs and'intermediate steps. such as sale/lease-back arrangements.

I understand that fue government can't take a big role in creating Critical Mass

in our indpstry. However, right now there is a de facto "industrial policy" at work.

That de facto "industrial policy" tends to impede rationalization of excess capacity,

and therefore it is contributing to the weakening of OUTDefense Industrial Base. It

must stop. Our companies can't afford it. Investors can't afford it. Employees can't

afford il. The government can't afforà it. And taxpayers can't afford it.

In summary, we are facing a fundamentally changed market. I believe that

change is structural and permanent. Our Defense Industrial Base is weakening. If

current trends continue, not only our companies, but our national security is at risk.

If our industry. and this nation's Defense industrial Base, are to be strong. we must

eliminate overcapacity. Therefore, .he industry must nOl only Rightsize, Reposition

and Restructure - the "3Rs" - it must also Rationalize.
You've heard me say the word "overcapacity" more than any other term rve

used tonight. If the "4th R" - rationalization of overcapacity - is the one thought

you remember from my presentation. I've accomplished my main objective this

evening.
At General Dynamics, we're working to become the kind of defense supplier we

believe our government deserves, our employees deserve, and our shareholders

deserve:
We are building substantial financial strength.
We are managing oUt old backlog for lower costs, and reasonable returns.

We are insisting on decent returns on new business, and have fuund our

government customer generally seems willing to permit reasonable returns

for value received.
We are taking a conservative approach to our marketplace.

We are focusing on our core defense competencies.

We are off-loading and monetizing our non-core assets into financial strength:
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to weather the storms ahead, to invest in defense programs if they are

attractive. and to generate value for our investors.

• We're insisting on Critical Mass in each of our businesses. They must be
number one or two in their fields. If they a.ren't we'll either buy, sell or exit

to fix the problem.
We're preparing ourselves 10 be able to compete with m.oomum efficiency.

But General Dynamics, or anyone else in the industry, cannot meet that goal

without an attractive market The government bas an important role here. The

defense market isn't going to grow. Indeed, it is shrinking. But it can have reasonable

returns and reasonable risk. if terms and conditions are enhanced and defense

overcapacity is permanently eliminated. The government must do its part to make

the defense market an attractive place for the winners. The government must

encourage rationalization. At the very least, it can stay out of the way in what is

hardly a free marketplace.
In col\dusion, accepting this challenge of the "4Rs" - Rightsizing,

Repositioning, Restructuring, and Rationalization - will benefit everyone:

The remaining companies will get a more healthy marketplace.

The departing companies will not continue to be pulled down by their

inefficiencies.
Defense industry shareholders will receive reasonable returns.. and will have the

motivation-to continue to invest in defense.

Our employees will have secure, rewarding jobs.
And our government will get a healthy Defense Industrial Base, with 6nancially

strong suppliers, teehnologicalleadership. and programs delivered on time, with high

quality, and at a reasonable cost to the tmepayer.

Thank yeu, and good evening.


